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Welcome to Clrcle Dancing
with Lyn Porter

Dances from the Circle Dance Network UK
www. ci rcled an ce netwo rk. org, u k

HISTORY/BACKGROUND: We are part of the Circle Dance Network that developed and
spread from the Findhorn Community in Scotland into the UK and the rest of the world. The
original collection of dances, the "Heilige Tanse" was brought to Findhorn in 1976 by Bernard
Wosien who was a German Ballet Professor with a special interest in European folk dances.
His research focused on collecting dances that displayed a certain intangible quality for
uniting local communities and contributing to village life in a positive and meaningful way that
was virtually absent from modern urban living. He also added his own choreographies to the
original collection emulating the same basic folk dance steps to music that expressed the
emotions and ideas he wanted to share. Being from the ballet dance tradition his
Circle/Sacred dances were often to classical music. And so the tradition continues and Circle
Dancing has become a mixture of traditional folk dances and contemporary dances to a

variety of music styles including traditional, classical, modern, fun and meditative.

AIM OF CIRCLE DANCING: The aim of Circle Dancing is to experience the joy of dancing
together. Unlike many other forms of dancing, most of our Circle Dances involve handholds
such as V-hold and \A/-hold. This helps beginners and those with "two left feet" to feel the
energy and support of the circle. Without really trying, you'll find that you'll fall back into step
with the other dancers as the music plays on. ln Circle Dancing, there is no competitiveness
and no such thing as mistakes, only variations.

MOVING MEDITATION: Circle Dancing has been described as a moving meditation and
sometimes the mind wanders off and we fall out of step. lf this happens to you, don't worry,
the energy of the circle will ground you as you pick up your step and regain focus.

CENTREPIECE: An importani feature of Circle Dancing is the centre-piece. lt provides a

focus for us as dancers, making sure that the circle stays in the same place in the room and
that our energy is always directed towards that one centre.

LEARNING CIRCLE DANCING: All dances are carefully taught at each gathering so
beginners, visitors and more experienced dancers feel comfortable and receive support. The
steps are relatively simple, moderately easy to learn, often instinctive and the dances are
generally in three parts or shorter. The main thing is to enter with an open heart. The leader
usually demonstrates the dance while you watch so you get a feel for the dance and the
music before the micro-teaching begins step by step. Questions are encouraged and as
confidence grows and the group feels ready, the leader puts on the music and the dance
begins. At first there are variations and as the dance continues these fall away. With the
help of the music and lots of repetition, you'll find you'll have the satisfaction of learning and
enjoying dances every time you come. At ihe end of each dance, we continue holding hands
in silence for a minute or so as we absorb the energy of the dance before letting go.

BENEFITS OF CIRCLE DANCING: Circle Dancing is light io moderate rhythmical exercise,
good for the memory and coordination, meaningful and uplifting. lt broadens our
understanding of different cultures through music and dance. And most of all, Circle Dancing
is a wonderful way to have fun and make friends.

Adelaide Circle Dancing Enquiries

Lyn Porter: Circle Dance Leader/facilitator

M ob : 0423 122 1 45 Email. CircleDancing@adam.com. au
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i Ng. Participation in Circle Dancing is voluntary and it is your responsibiltty to take all necessary
'i precautions in how and when you join in, "sit-otit" or rest given any physical limitations and/or iniuries

1 Wu may have. The facilitator/leader accepts no responsibility or liability for any iniuries or discomfort

) that you might attribute to your participation in Circle Dancing.


